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In 1957, M. S. Livsic introduced into scattering theory a certain dissipative 
operator-valued function B(x) [22-251. His theorem, which relates the charac- 
teristic function of B(z) to a certain S-matrix, is based on a simple formula for 
the compression of a resolvent to a subspace. This formula, proved below as 
Proposition 1, and the matrix B(z) apparently have been rediscovered several 
times, and occur in the physics literature under a variety of names. The 
earliest reference known to the author‘is [22], and we shall therefore refer to 
B(z) as the Livsic matrix. 
The purpose of the present article is to indicate an application of this 
formula to the perturbation theory of embedded eigenvalues. A perturbation 
of an isolated eigenvalue may be called regular if the perturbed resolvent is 
analytic in the perturbation parameter K. The perturbed eigenvalues then 
have convergent Puiseux expansions in K. The Livsic matrix leads to a natural 
extension of the idea of a regular perturbation to eigenvalues which are not 
isolated, in which the Puiseux series describe resonances rather than eigen- 
values [14]. Moreover, calculation of the coefficients of these series is reduced 
to the known procedures of the theory of isolated eigenvalues. A somewhat 
similar reduction, relying on dilatation analyticity, was obtained by Simon 
[28] for Balslev-Combes Hamiltonians. 
The general properties of B(z) are given in Section 1, and Livsic’s Theorem 
is proved in an abstract framework. A general theorem on resonnaces and 
spectral concentration is proved in Section 2. Regular perturbations of 
embedded eigenvalues occupy the next two sections, which include a remark 
on the breakdown of the ordinary perturbation method. The final section 
indicates how eigenvalues which are not regular can often be discussed, and 
gives an example in which spectral concentration occurs, but there is no 
analytic family of resonances. 
The method used here may be considered as a combination of the two 
approaches to the problem referred to by Simon in his introduction [28]. 
This article by no means exhausts the applications of the Livsic matrix, 
and the author recommends its use to other writers on perturbation theory. 
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By way of notation if T is an operator, then u(T), u,(T), u,(T), D(T) 
and ker T denote, respectively, the spectrum, essential spectrum, point 
spectrum, domain and kernel (or null space) of T, and TX denotes the image 
of X under T. The essential spectrum u,(T) is taken here to mean all points 
of u(T) which are not isolated eigenvalues of finite algebraic multiplicity. 
1. THE LIVSIC MATRIX 
Let H be a selfadjoint operator on 8, with resolvent R(z) = (H - 2)-r 
and essential spectrum ue(H). If P is the orthogonal projection on a finite 
dimensional subspace X of A?, then as an operator on X, the compression 
PR(z)P of R(z) to X is meromorphic on the complement of ue(H) and 
invertible when Im z # 0. For if PR(z) Px = 0 for some x E X, then 
(R(z)x, x} = 0 and hence 
0 = Im(R(z)x, x) = 7 I[(H - h)2 + 1721-3x I2
where x = X + z+, which implies that x = 0. The formula 
(B(z) - z)-’ = PR(z)P, (l-1) 
therefore defines an operator B(z) on X, which is meromorphic in z on the 
complement of ue(H), and has only real singularities. The function B(z) will 
be called the Livsic matrix of H on X. 
Taking adjoints in (l.l), one finds that 
B(z)* = B(z). U-2) 
Moreover, B(z) is continuous with respect to P in norm in the following 
sense: Let P, be a sequence of projections converging to P in operator 
norm. For large n, one then has rank P, = rank P, and given a basis e, ,..,, e, 
of P&‘, there is a basis ep’,..., e/$ of P,,.%’ such that ep) -+ ek (K = I,..., m) 
in the norm of ~9’. Clearly 
(R(z) ejn), ep)) -+ (R(z) ej , e,) 
and hence if B,,(z) is the Livsic matrix of 8’ on P,&‘, one has 
(B,(z) ei(n), ek)) -+ (B(z) ej , e,); 
that is, B,(z) --+ B(z) if matrices are taken with respect to appropriate bases. 
The usefulness of the Livsic matrix depends on a simple formula for 
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B(z) which holds when X C D(H). In this case H may be written in matrix 
form 
on .Z = XXI @ X. Thus T is selfadjoint on X1, A is selfadjoint on X 
and I’ is a bounded map of X into X”. Let G(z) = (T - z)-r and R,,(Z) = 
(A - 2)-l. 
PROPOSITION 1. If 3” C D(H), then 
B(x) = A - r*G(z)r, 2 6 u@b (1.3) 
Proof. Write H = HO -+ V, where HO = T @ A and V = r + r*. By 
the second resolvent equation 
R(z) = R,(.4 - &I(4 wJ(4 + R&) V&l(z) v&4, 
where R,(z) = (HO - 2)-r. Compress to X to obtain 
PR(z)P = RA(z) - RA(z) (PVP) RA(z) + RA(z) r*(P’R,(z)P’) r(PR(x)P) 
-7 RA(z) + RA(.z) (r*G(z)r) PR(x)P, 
where P’ = I - P. Now solve to obtain 
PR(z)P = (I - RA(x) r*G(z)F)-1 R/,(Z) = (A - r*G(z) I’ - x)-l 1 
As a corollary, B(z) is dissipative ;f Im z > 0. For if X C D(H), this is 
clear from (1.3), and, in general, one can choose P, + P in norm with 
P,S C D(H) and pass to the limit. From (1.2) it then follows that B(z) is 
accretive if Im z < 0. 
Let dz’(H, X) be the smallest reducing subspace of H which contains S. 
If &‘(H, .X) = S, then X is said to be cyclic for H. The behavior of 
H on &(H, .X)l is in no way related to B(z). 
If B(z) = B is constant for Im z > 0, then for t > 0, one has 
erftPemiHtP = (24-l j-r PR(/\ + k) Pewiht dX 
= (24-l l+m (B _ X - ie)-’ e-iAt & = e-cte-iBte 
--co 
The semigroup e- iXt, t > 0, is therefore a unitary dilation of e-iBt which 
is a minimal dilation iff .X is cyclic. Hence, a(H) = R and (unless B has a real 
eigenvalue) H is absolutely continuous with uniform multiplicity on the 
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whole line [27, p. 2791. Moreover, X cannot be contained in D(l H 13) 
[9, Theorem 21. This is exactly the situation of the Lax-Phillips Theory [21]; 
the points of o(B) are the poles of the S-matrix, or resonances, of that theory. 
It is natural to generalize the constant case by assuming that B(z) has 
an analytic continuation B+(z) from Im z > 0 to some domain D intersecting 
the real axis. If W(Z) = B+(z) - z and d(z) = det W(z), then PR(z)P has 
the meromorphic continuation W-l(z) from Im z > 0 to Q, with poles at the 
zeros of d(z). These poles will be called the resonances of H on X. If X is 
cyclic the part of H in Q n R is then absolutely continuous, except for eigen- 
values at the real zeros of d(z). The following Weinstein-Aronszajn formula 
holds for these zeros. 
THEOREM 1. If X is cyclic, then a real zero h, of A(z) of order v is an 
eigenvalue of H of multiplicity v. 
Proof. The pole of W-l(z) at /\a is simple, because for Im z > 0 
j W-l(.z)l = 1 PR(x)P 1 < (Im a)-‘. 
Hence, [Ill if W(z) = W, + (Z - ha) W, + .*., one has 
v =g = dimker W,,. U-4) 
The residue of W-l(z) at X, is 
Now 
C = Ii&i PR(/\, + in) P = PPOP. 
XL n P& = (0), 
because X is cyclic; for if x E 3-l and Hx = hex, then x reduces H and is 
therefore orthogonal to Jl(H, X) = &‘. This implies that P is one-one on 
P,,X; for Px = 0, x E P,-,Y is equivalent to x E ~6~ n P,,N. Hence, 
However, 
rank C = dim P,,X. 
POX = PO%, 
for if x E P&? Q POZ, then for every k E X 
0 = (x, P,,k) = (Pox, k) = (x, k), 
so that again x E XI n P&F. Hence, one obtains 
rank C = dim P$?. (1.5) 
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By comparing coefficients in 
I = (C(z - X,)-l + Cl + . ..) (W, + (z - )b) w, i- *..) 
= ( w, + (z - A,) w, + . ..) (C(z - Q-1 + Cl + . .) 
one finds that 
w,c = 0 (1.6) 
and 
cw, + c,w, = I. (1.7) 
From (1.6), it follows that CZ’ C ker W,, , and hence that rank C < g. On the 
other hand, if x E ker W,, , then by (1.7), CWp = x, which means that CW, 
is one-one on ker W, , and hence that rank C > g. Thus 
g = rank C. 
Together with (1.4) and (1.5), this yields the result. a 
Livsic’s Theorem. The theorem of Livsic [22-251 in which the matrix B(z) 
originally arose concerns the scattering theory of the operators 
H = (F l) and HO = (,’ i) , 
on the space &’ = .X1 0 x, where 3? is finite dimensional, T and A are 
selfadjoint and l? S? --f x’- is bounded. We shall prove this theorem in a 
modern form, using the stationary scattering theory of Kato and Kuroda, to 
whose articles [18, 191 the reader is referred for the necessary definitions and 
results. 
Define V by H = H,, + V. The space X = ~YZ- @ x contains VSP and 
may therefore be assumed cyclic for H and HO. Because X is finite dimensional 
[19, Example 1.41 there exists on X a spectral form f(A; x) for HO , with 
respect to Lebesgue measure; that is, for each real A, f(h, x) is a quadratic 
form on X such that for every x G X 
f(A, x) = d(E,(X)x, x)/d/\ a.e. 
If X(h) is the quotient X/(x: f(A, x) = 0} and J(X) the canonical map of X 
onto X(X), then [19, Theorem 1.1 l] the mapping x --f J(X)x induces a unitary 
mapping of S&(H,) onto the direct integral 
,3? = s ’ X(X) dX, 
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which diagonalizes the absolutely continuous part of 23s (No completion of 
X(h) is required, because X is finite dimensional). According to the stationary 
scattering theory of finite rank pertubations [20, Theorem 23 the scattering 
operator S, which is a unitary operator on S&#I,,), commuting with Ha , 
is represented on %’ as multiplication by the matrix function 
S(A) = l + J(X) [V - VR(X + io)V] J*(A), 
which for a.e. h is a unitary operator on X(h). 
Recall that if B = A - iC is a bounded dissipative operator on Y, then 
given a factorization C = D*D of C, where D: 37 -+ X’, the characteristic 
function of B is the S’-operator valued function 
(See 131). 
D(z) = I + iD(B - x)-ID* 
THEOREM 2. (Livsic). For a.e. h, S(h) is the characteristic function of the 
dissipative operator B(A + io), evaluated at the paint A. 
Proof. Let PI be the projection onto TX. Because f(h, x) annihilates 
X, one has J(h) = J(h)P, and hence J*(h) = P,J*(X). Noting that r = PIV, 
I’* = VP, , and PIVPl = 0, one therefore obtains 
J(X) [V - VR(A + io)V] ]*(A) = --](A) IX@ + io) r*]*(h), 
so that 
S(h) = I- (J(h)F) (B(h + io) - h)-’ (T*]*(h)). 
This is the desired expression; for by Proposition I 
Im B(h + io) = (i/2) I’*[G(X + io) - G(h - io)]r 
= --rrd(T*E(X)P)/dA 
But for x E X, one has 
(J*(X) JW, 4 = I JW I2 = f P, 4 = 44,(4x, Wh 
so that 
Im B(h + io) = --a(r*J(h)) (]@)I+), 
which shows that S(h) is the characteristic function of B(X + io), evaluated 
ath. 1 
Thus, resonances of H on .%? are also poles of a certain, perhaps somewhat 
artificially constructed, S-matrix. 
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2. A SPECTRAL CONCENTRATION THEOREM 
Let H, be a sequence of selfadjoint operators converging to H strongly, 
in the generalized sense [17, p. 4271; that is, R,(z) --f R(z) strongly for 
Im z # 0. Let X, be an eigenvalue of H of finite multiplicity m, and let 
X = ker(H - 4). Let B,(z) and B(z) = h, lW be the Livsic matrices of H, 
and H on X. Assume that B,(z) has an analytic continuation B,+(x) from 
Im z > 0 to a disc Q about h, , and that B,+(x) + B(z) = h, I,,, uniformly on 
J?. By Rouche’s Theorem, there are, for sufficiently large n, exactly m zeros 
of det(B,+(z) - .a) (counting multiplicities). According to Theorem 1, if one 
of these points is real, it is an eigenvalue. 
THEOREM 3. Let c,(n) = X,(n) - irk(n) (k = l,..., m) be the zeros of 
det(B,+(z) - z) in Q. Let I’,(n) = o&(n)), and define 
Jn = fi (x,(n) - Sk(n), hk(n) + sk(n>>. 
k=l 
Then 
P = st - lim E,(J,) 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that a subsequence of En(Jn) converges 
to P, with _I, possibly decreased [13, p. 1441. By applying the method of 
[13, pp. W-1491 to PR(z)P instead of Q~(z, n), one can therefore assume 
that Jn is the disjoint union of N intervals (clc(n) - 8,(n), ck(n) f s,(n)) 
(k = I,..., N) where N is a number independent of n, and that 
AF(n) 
(z - ck(n))m 
) + o(l) (2-l) 
uniformly when 1 z - c,(n)\ 3 8,(n) for all k. The coefficients satisfy 
A:“‘(n) = o@-l(n)) for i 3 2, while A:“‘(n) converges to a matrix A:‘“’ 
such that 
A(l) + 1 a.- +@‘=Im, 
of course, many @‘(n)‘s may vanish. (Note that there is an error of sign 
in the exponent of [13, Eq. (2.1411). 
If rk(n) is the semicircle 1 z - ck(n)\ = 6,(n), Im z > 0, with clockwise 
orientation, then for x E X = Ps?, one has 
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which by (2.1) is equal to 
Passing to the limit then yields 
lim(En(Jn) X, x) = f (A?)(n) x, x) = 1 x 1’. 
k=l 
from which it follows that 
lim I &)(_I,) Px I = I Px I, (2.2) 
for every x E .X?. Moreover, since for large enough n, Jn C (h, - E, A0 + c) one 
has, for every x E X’, 
I J%(J& I G I &@o + 4 x - -wo - 4x I9 
which gives, as E J 0, 
lim SUP I K(J& I < I Px I. (2.3) 
The result now follows from (2.2) and (2.3); for 
I &(Jn) x - Px I2 = I &(J& I2 + I Px I2 - 2 W’x, 4d.M~ - PM 
- 2 I &dJn> Px I2 
and since by (2.3), E#( J# - P) +s 0, one has by (2.2) and (2.3) 
0 < lim sup I E,( Jn) x - Px I2 < 0. 1 
3. REGULAR PERTURBATIONS 
As observed in [14], a theory of regular perturbations of nonisolated 
eigenvalues can be based on the Livsik matrix. Let H, be a family of operators 
defined for ( K I < 6, and self-adjoint when K is real. Let A,, be an eigenvalue 
of H, of finite multiplicity m. Set X = ker(H,, - h,), and let B(z, K) be the 
Livsic matrix of H, on X. We shall say that H, is a regular perturbation of 
H, at h, iff B(z, K) has an analytic continuation B+(z, K) from Im x > 0 to a 
neighborhood of X, , which is analytic in (z, K) near z = A, , K = 0. 
THEOREM 4. If H, is a regular perturbation of H,, at A, , then for suficiently 
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small K, there are (counting multiplicities) exactly ?n Zeros Xi(“) = X,(K) - irj(K) 
(j = l,..., m) of the analytic function 
det (B(z, K) - 2). 
They may be labeled in such a way that each xi(K) has a Puiseux series expansion 
in K. If 
2$(K) = ho + OrlWjK’/p + a2W’jK’~p + .” (i = l,..., P> 
is a given cycle, where w is a primitive pth root of unity, then either p = 1 
and all lhe ol,‘s are real, or the series has the form 
Xj(K) = A, + OlpK + . ‘. + ffpnvKz” + 0(Znp+lWiK(2n+1)/P + ..’ 
where aa ,..., CQ+~)~ are real, and I, uznZ, < 0. 
(3.1) 
The proof is rather standard: apply the Weierstrass Preparation Theorem 
to det(B(z, K) - z) and invoke the arguments of [17, pp. 63-661. The special 
form (3.1) of the perturbation series has been noted by Simon [28] and the 
author [12, 151, and merely expresses the fact that Im q(K) < 0 when K 
is real. 
APPLICATIONS 
(1) Isolated Eigenvalues. The theory of regular perturbations of isolated 
eigenvalues can be reduced to a matrix problem by this method. For suppose 
that 
H, = H, + Kv, 
where V is H,,-bounded [17, p. 3751, and that A,, is an isolated eigenvalue 
of finite multiplicity m. (In accordance with the hypotheses of Theorem 4, 
H,, and V are assumed selfadjoint, although one could easily let H, operate 
on a general Banach space.) Let 
P, = &j- R(z, K) dz, 
Y 
where y is a circle about A, which isolates X, from the rest of u(H,,). Taking 
.Y = ker(H, - &) and &’ = X’l@ X, one has 
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where V, is T-bounded. The Livsic matrix 
&, K) = &J&L + Kv, - K’F*( T + Kv, - z)-lr, 
of H, on S? is analytic in (z, K) near (ha , 0) because V, is a regular perturba- 
tion of T. From the fact that for K sufficiently small P, and 
Pp,P = & l PR(z, K) P dz, 
9 
both have rank m, it follows that the zeros of 
det(B(z, K) - x), 
near A, are exactly the eigenvalues of H(K) near A0 . It must be confessed, 
however, that the usual method of reduction [17, pp. 368-3711 is simpler. 
(2) The Factorization Method. Retain the same notation as above, but 
suppose that A, is no longer isolated, and that V factors into 
V=D*C 
where, for simplicity, A and B are bounded. If the operator 
Q(z) = CP’(H, - x)-l P’D*, 
where P’ = I - P, continues analytically to a neighborhood of A,, then 
B(x, K) = &,& + KPD*[I + KQ(z)]-’ CP 
is analytic in (z, K). Only minor alternations are necessary to include un- 
bounded perturbations. The results of [l , 12, 151 are therefore contained 
in the present results. 
(3) Balslev-Combes Hamiltonians. The operators treated by Simon [28] 
are multiparticle Hamiltonians of the type considered by Balslev-Combes, 
and are of the form 
H, = T-t v,+Kv,, 
where VO and Vl are T-bounded. If A,, is an eigenvalue of H,, = T + V, of 
multiplicity m which is not a “threshold”, there is a non-selfadjoint operator 
H,(e) = e-2eT + V,(e) + KV,(O), 
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depending on a complex parameter 0, such that 
(i) h, is an isolated eigenvalue of H,(6) of multiplicity m, and 
(ii) if # E X = ker(H, - )b), there is a vector C(0) such that 
WL - 4% $> = wK(4 - e’ $(47 4(Q)- (3.2) 
The vector 4(e) is continuous (actually analytic) in 0, linear in 4, and 
(b(0) = +, and the non-selfadjoint operators V,(e) and Vi(e) are T-bounded. 
Let +r ,..., +,, be an orthonormal basis of X. After compensating for 
non-orthogonality of&(e),..., &Jo), one finds by (3.2) that the Livsic matrix 
B(z, K) of H, on % is essentially the same as the Livsic matrix &(z, K) 
of H,(B) on 
we) = spbwh..., (b,(e)>. 
(See Appendix 1 for the Livsic matrix of a non-selfadjoint operator.) If 
0 is close to zero, the projection on X(e) is close to the projection on X, 
so that &(z, K), and hence also B(z, K), is analytic in (z, K) by the result 
of Appendix 1. Thus the perturbations considered by Simon are also regular 
in the present sense. 
From Theorem 3, one obtains: 
COROLLARY 1. For red K, let S,(K) = o(l) t~~tdr~(~) = o&(K)), j = I,..., m. 
If one dejines 
ScK) = ij (x,(K> - h(K), h,(K) + a,(K)). 
j=l 
Then 
P = S;liF &,[S(K)]. 
COROLLARY 2. For su@iently small real K # o, the onlv resonances which 
are real are analytic functions of K. 
For the series (3.1) cannot be real for real K, so there remain precisely 
the analytic cycles with real coefficients. 
4. PERTURBATION SERIES 
Once it is known that H, is a regular perturbation of X, , the computation 
of the Puiseux expansions of the resonances can be reduced to the known 
procedures of finite dimensional perturbation theory, which are discussed in 
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[17, Chapter 21 and, more exhaustively, in [2]. This method, which is 
independent of the particular method by which regularity is proved, is the 
subject of the present section. 
Let us begin by considering the expansion of B(z, K) in powers of K 
and (z - A,). 
THEOREM 5. Let V be Ho-bounded, and assume that 
H, = H,+KV, 
is a regular perturbation of A, . If 
relative to the decomposition &’ = X1 @ S, where X = ker(H,, - /\o), then 
B(z, K) = &&n + Kv, + f f &,@(z - /\o)l, 
n=2 k=O 
(4.1) 
where, for n >, 2 and k 3 0, 
and G(s) = (T - z)-‘. 
Proof. By Proposition 1, 
B(z, K) = )bl,,, + Kv, - K’r*(T + Kv, - Z)-‘r. 
For Im z > 0, the second resolvent equation gives 
(T + Kv,, - z)-l = G(z) 2 K~[V~~G(Z)]” 
n-0 
and hence 
B(G K> = & + Kv, + 2 K’%(Z), 
n=2 
(4.2) 
b,(z) = --r*G(x)[ V,G(Z)]“-~F, n 3 2. 
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But for a regular perturbation, b,(z) must continue to a neighborhood of X, . 
Moreover, 
B,, = -L byA h! n O ) 
which is (4.2). 1 
COROLLARY 3. A necessary condition that HK = Ho + KV be regular is 
that each b,(z) continue to a neighborhood of X0 . 
It is clear that a formula for more general behavior of H, in K could also 
be obtained in this manner. 
Breakdown of PM. Formula (4.1) leads to a simple interpretation of the 
failure of the ordinary perturbation method (PM), as noted by Friedrichs [6]. 
Assume that H, = Ho + KV is regular, and that m = 1. PM proceeds by 
assuming a perturbed eigenvalue 
with eigenvector 
4(K) = $0 + K& + “*. 
If one equates to zero the coefficient of K in the formal expansion of 
(K - 4) 464 = 0, 
one obtains the perturbation equation 
(Ho - X0)$, = 96 
where 
4 = v+o - GO - 
Taking the inner product of (4.3) with +,, gives the first coefficient 
(4.3) 
If one can solve (4.3) for $i , then the second coefficient X, can be obtained 
from the next perturbation equation (See, e.g., [4]). 
Now, Eq. (4.1) gives 
B(z, K) = ho + Kh + K2 (G(+,4 #> + O(K3). 
By iterating the equation z = B(z, K) for the resonance Z(K), one finds that 
X(K) = ho + Khl - K”p + O(K3), 
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(4.4) 
so that necessarily Im t3 3 0. 
PROPOSITION 2. PM fails at the second stage, iff Im @ > 0. 
Proof. Equation (4.3) has a solution iff 
s (A - W2 d&(4 t  llr> -=c 0~). (4.5) 
Because 11, is orthogonal to d,, , 
which continues to a neighborhood of h, by Corollary 3. This implies that the 
integrand of (4.5) is real analytic, so that (4.5) holds iff d(E,(h)#, #)/dh 
vanishes at h, . But by (4.4), this is equivalent to Im /3 = 0. 1 
Thus, in this restricted case, one obtains a very satisfactory result: for 
regular perturbations, PM fails exactly when the resonance goes complex, 
and the existing terms agree with the corresponding terms of the resonance. 
It is to be expected that the result extends to m > 1 and to termination 
at stages beyond the second. 
Calculation of Perturbation Series. Let us now try to reduce the calculation 
of the resonance series to known procedures. An elegant, but problematical, 
solution can be based on Theorem 5, according to which the series are 
determined by the coefficients B,, . If A0 is isolated, all these coefficients can 
be expressed in terms of V and the reduced resolvent G(h,). If h, is not 
isolated, G(/\,) must be replaced by G(h, + io), but the calculations are 
otherwise formally the same. This amounts formally to replacing H,, in the 
calculation by 
H,,+ = hh$&, - kQ), 
where Q = I - P. Formally, therefore, one may say that the resonances are 
obtained by perturbing the isolated ez*genvalue A,, of the non-selfadjoint operator 
HO+ by the interaction KV. 
For simple eigenvalues, this prescription can be made precise by considering 
the non-selfadjoint operator 
HK(c) = H, - kQ, 
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for E > 0. The operator H,,(e) has spectrum on the line Im z = -0, except 
for an isolated eigenvalue at X, with spectral projection P. 
PROPOSITION 3. If PA? C D(H,), then the Liuic matrix of H,(C) on P& 
is B(z + ic, K). 
Proof. Addition of -k to H, amounts to replacing T by T - kQ, and 
hence G(z) = (T - z)-l by G(z + i,), in (Al.l) of Appendix 1. 1 
If m = 1, there is a single resonance 
h, = &, + K& + .” + K”hn + *** 
while for l > 0, there is a single isolated eigenvalue 
h,(E) = A,, + Kh,(C) + .” + K”&(E) + **‘, 1 K 1 < 8(E) 
of HK(e). The coefficients h,(c) can be computed by the perturbation theory 
for isolated eigenvalues [2, 11. 
THEOREM 6. If P.%? C D(H,J and m = 1, then 
Al = l$ L(4, n> 1. 
Proof. It suffices to prove that A,(e) continues to a neighborhood of 
K = 0 which is independent of E and converges uniformly there to h, as 
l JO. But these quantities are just the zeros of B(z + ic, K) - z for E 3 0, 
so one can take 
where y is a small circle about h, . 1 
For m > 1, it does not seem likely that the coefficients of the h,(e)‘s 
necessarily converge to the coefficients of the h,‘s, or even that the expansions 
are of the same type. For example, if 
the roots of 
T(K~ e> =(, ; E ;) , 
0 = det(T(K, e) - z) = z2 - EK - K2, 
are z = fKqc + o(K2) f or E > 0 and z = Kp for t = 0. Although somewhat 
simplified, this example indicates the difficulty. 
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Fortunately, however, a different method of reduction is available. Using 
formals for isolated eigenvalues [2, p. 135f.; 17, p. 74f.l one can compute the 
coefficients of the total projection 
and the operator 
where R(z, K, l ) = (E&.(E) - z)-l and y(e) is a circle about A,, whose radius 
tends to zero with E. The eigenvalues of H,(E) near A, are exactly the eigen- 
values of L,(E) on P,(e) ~9’. We shall look for an operator A, on PO&’ whose 
eigenvalues are the resmances. 
The first guess for A, would be L,(O+), but there is no reason to suppose 
this limit exists. However, the compressions 
and 
C,(c) = PP,.,) P = & j- (B(z, K, e) - 2)-l & 
Y 
KK(e) = P&(E) P = & j- x(B(z, K, 6) - z)-’ dz, 
Y 
are seen to be analytic functions of (K, l ) near (0,O) if one deforms y(e) 
to a fixed circle y about A,, , independent of E. The coefficients of C,(E) and 
K,(E) are obtained for E > 0 by compressing the coefficients of P,(E) and 
L.JE); as e JO, these coefficients converge to the coefficients of C, = C,(O+) 
and K, = K,(O+). For K = 0, one has C’s = I, so C, is invertible for 
K Snd. 
The operator 
A, = C,-lK, , 
is therefore well defined on P.x? and analytic in K. Its coefficients may be 
computed from those of C, and K, , either by solving the equation 
CA = K, , 
term by term, or by using the formula 
c,-l = f (I - C,)“. 
?I=0 
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The series for the eigenvalues of A, may therefore be obtained by known 
methods [2, 171, so that the reduction is completed by the following theorem. 
THEOREM 7. If P&? C D(H,), the resonances are the eigenvalues of A, . 
Proof. For small K, the determinant of 
A,(z) = C;l(B(z, K) - z), 
has (counting multiplicities) exactly m = dim E’S zeros inside y-namely, 
the resonances. The result therefore follows from the theorem of Appendix 2, 
because one has 
and 
& j zA;l(z) dx = C,-%Y, = A, . 
Y 
5. REMARKS ON IRREGULAR PERTURBATIONS 
AN EXAMPLE. The question has been put [26] whether spectral con- 
centration always arises from resonances. No answer is forthcoming without 
a more precise formulation, because there is no unitarily invariant significance 
to the notion of resonance. However, as remarked in [ 15] (cf. [28]), a unitarily 
invariant significance can be attached to the notion of an algebroidal family h, 
of resonances of an analytic family H, of operators which is selfadjoint for 
real K and has essential spectrum independent of K- for if K is restricted to a 
suitable sector, h, is a point eigenvalue of H, . 
An example will now be given of an analytic family H, with an embedded 
eigenvalue at which concentration occurs, but where there is no family of 
resonances analytic at K = 0. This answers the question stated above in 
the negative. The example is essentially that of Friedrichs [6]. 
Let &’ = L,[O, l] @ 9, and define 
H* = (t; ;, + K (,.p,, f:;) ’ 
where 0 < 4 < 1, h, is real and not zero, f(t) is smooth and supported in 
(0, l), and f (h,,) # 0. There is concentration in this example; for example, 
by [lo]. By Proposition 1, B(x, K) is the scalar 
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g(z) = - 1 (t - 2))” If( dt. 
The equation for resonances is therefore 
2 = h, + Kh, + K”&‘(Z). (5.1) 
Moreover, because $6 = ker(H, - J+,) is cyclic for H, if K # 0, one can show 
that any isolated eigenvalue z of H, must satisfy (5.1). By continuation, any 
a?KZlytk family z(K) of reSmQnCeS ?Nst ah0 Sat;sfr (5.1), at least for K iS Some 
sector. 
If g(a) is analytic, the perturbation is regular and there is an analytic 
solution 
of (5.1). However, the conoerse is &so true; for if z(K) is a solution, of (5.1) 
which continues analyticaly to a neighborhood of &, , then 
g(.Z(K)) = K”(z(K) - )I, - K&) s G(K), 
is analytic in K. But one can solve for K as a single-valued function of z near 
because z’(&,) = hr # 0, so that 
is also analytic near &, . Moreover, it is possible to make g(a) nonanalytic 
by choosing f(t) such that 1 f(t)j2 is smooth, but not analytic near /\o . A 
similar argument excludes the possibility of an algebraic singularity at K = 0. 
One can show that (5.1) does have a solution if K is in a suitable sector, but 
this solution, which is a point eigenvalue of H, , cannot be continued analyti- 
cally to a neighborhood of A,, . 
Remnance Functions. If the analytic family H(K) is not a regular perturbation 
of & , there is a natural, and useful, way in which the concept of resonance 
may sometimes be salvaged. Recall, from Section 1, that in the Lax-Phillips 
case B(z) is identically equal to a constant matrix B for Im I > 0, so that the 
resonances are the points of o(B). In the general case, therefore, one may 
consider that the resonates are the points of o(B(z)) and are therefore functions 
of 2 (the energy). These functions will be referred to as resonance functions. 
Let H, = H,, + KY be an analytic family, and h, an eigenvalue of HO 
of multiplicity m. Suppose that B(2, K) is continuous up to the axis near h, , 
and that B(h -j- io, K) is analytic in K, uniformly for h in an interval Sr about 
h, . This occurs in the preceding example if f(t) is Holder continuous. 
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It also occurs for the operators discussed by the Factorization Method in 
section 3, if one assumes only that Q( z is continuous up to the axis near X, . ) 
Formula (1.3) yields a series expansion for B(h + io, K) in powers of K. 
Computation of the points of o(B(X + io, K)) for a fixed h is then a matter 
of finite dimensional perturbation theory [2, 171. These approximations may 
then be used to obtain concentration results, or rate of decay estimates. 
For simplicity, suppose that m = 1. In this case B(X + io, K) is a scalar, 
and is itself the resonance function. If one defines 
B(h + io, K) = fl(x, K) - iy(h, K), 
for real K, then on y one has 
where $ is a X0-eigenvector of Ho . This formula is given by Hohler [S, p. 5591. 
By (1.3), one has 
3(X + i0, K) = h, + Kx, - Kz (G(A + i0) v$, v+) + o(K3), 
uniformly on 9, which gives 
and 
p(h, K) = A, + Kx, + O(K2) (5-3) 
y(& K) = TK2 d&,(h) pv$, V#+/dA + O(K~), (5.4) 
where P = I - P. Near the point X, + K& , this reduces approximately to 
the Breit-Wigner formula 
1 KY 
; (h - h, - KXI)~ + K”r” 
where y is given by Fermi’s Golden Rule 
Thus (5.2) may be regarded as an extension of Breit-Wigner to all of 9 by 
recognizing the variation of the resonance with h. In any case, one can in 
this manner approximate d(E,(X)$, 4) on 9 uniformly to any order of K. 
Equation (5.2) can be made the basis of a discussion of spectral concentra- 
tion, as was essentially done in [lo], and of a consideration of decay [8]. 
For Auger-type Hamiltonians, regularity of the perturbation can be 
proved for pair potentials which are analytic [28], exponentially decreasing 
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[12], or (perhaps) radial. For pair potentials satisfying Ikebe’s condition [16], 
or some other standard “short range” hypothesis, the author does not know 
whether such a proof can be given. However, if approached by the Factor- 
ization Method, with Q(h + io) continuous, these potentials can be discussed 
by the present method. 
APPENDIX 1 
Let H be closed and densely defined on X, but possibly non-selfadjoint. 
If z%? is a finite dimensional subspace of D(H) and P a bounded projection 
on X, one may write 
on (I- P)+@ @ X. The Livsic matrix 
Then satisfies 
B(z) = A - CG(z)r. 
(B(z) - z)-’ = PR(z)P, 
(All) 
where G(z) = (T - x)-l and R(z) = (H - z)-r. The proof is the same as 
that of Proposition 1 in Section 1. 
Let T, = T + IT, where T(l) is T-bounded, and T and T(l) may be 
non-selfadjoint. Let h, be an isolated eigenvalue of T of finite multiplicity m, 
and .X C D(T). If one writes 
s + Ks’l’ r + Kr(” 
TK = (c + ,C(l) A + ,/J(l) ’ 1 
then So) is S-bounded, and se(S) = a,(T). Therefore 
&(Z) = A + KA’l’ - (c + Kc”‘)(s + KS(l) - Z)” (r + Kr(“), 
is analytic in (z, K) mxzr (A, , 0) iff h, $ o,(S). 
Now let PO be the spectral projection onto X0 = ker( T - AJ, Q,, = I - P,, , 
Q = I - P and 6 = 11 P - PO (I. Suppose that 
Sx = QTQx = A,p, 
for some x E Q.# with 1 x 1 = 1. If S,, = Q,, TQ,p, then 
(so - UQo x = -C(Q - QJ TX + Qo T(Q - Qo) x+ UQ - Q&l = Y 
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and hence, because S, - X0 is invertible, 
x = Qx = (So - h&l y + (Q - QJx. 
But the right side can be made arbitrarily small by taking 6 sufficiently small, 
contradicting the assumption / x / = 1. Thus, if I/ P - P,, /I is sllffciently 
smd, B(z, K) is andytiC near (h,, , 0). 
APPENDIX 2 
Let A(z) be an analytic m x m matrix function on a bounded, connected 
open set 0. 
APPROXIMATION LEMMA. Assume that det A(z) has only a finite number of 
zeros in Q. Then A(z) can be approximated to any degree of accuracy uniformly 
on 52 by a matrix T(z) such that 
(a) det T(z) has only simple ZYOS, and 
(b) T(z)-l has only simple poles with residues of rank one. 
Proof. One has a factorization 
where W(z) is invertible on C2, Pi is a projection, Qj = I - Pj , and xi ,..., z, 
are the zeros of det A(z), some perhaps repeated a certain number of times. 
(See [I 1, Theorem 1.41 and [5, Appendix; Theorem IS]). If P is a projection 
and Q = I - P, then in some basis, 
which can be approximated by 
( D - zI, 0 0 ) L.Jc ’ 
where D is diagonal with entries 6, ,..., 6, which, except for norm are arbitrary. 
If each factor of the product (*) is thus approximated by choosing Dj’s for 
which all entries of all Dj’s are distinct, one obtains the desired matrix T(z). 
Let y be a smooth simple closed curve which, together with its interior, 
is contained in !2. Assume that det A(z) does not vanish on y. 
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THEOREM. Assume that (counting multiplicities) the number of zeros of det 
A(z) inside y is exactly m, the number of rows and columns of A(z), and also that 
& j- A-l(z) dz = I. 
Y 
Then the spectrum of the matrix. 
cons&s exactly of the zeros of det A(x) inside y. 
Proof. Suppose first that A(z) satisfies conditions (a) and (b) of the Lemma 
so that 
where C(z) is analytic. One then has for any X 
(K - A) = &j- (z - A) A-l(z) dz = f (,$ - X) (., +& q& . 
Y j=l 
Hence, if X = Ai, rank (K - Aj) < m, so that Aj E a(K). But u(K) contains 
at most m points, so that one must have 
The general result follows by approximation. 
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